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ON THE DEPENDENCE OF ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS OF PARTIAL
DD7FERENTIAL EQUATIONS ON THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE

SIEGFRIED MOMM

Abstract. Given a nonzero polynomial P(z) = £|0|<m "a2" on *~N > Mar-

tineau proved in the 1960s that for each convex domain G of C^ the partial

differential operator />(ö)/ = S|a|<ma<»/<o) acting on the Fréchet space A(G)

of all analytic functions on G is surjective. In the present paper it is inves-
tigated whether solutions / of the equation P(D)f = g can be chosen as
/ = R(g) with a continuous linear operator R : A(G) -» A(G). For bounded
G we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such an R.

Introduction

Given a nonzero polynomial P(z) = Y,ia\<maaZa on C^, Martineau [19]

proved that for each convex domain G of C^ and for each function g analytic
on G, there is a solution / analytic on G of the partial differential equation

P(D)f:= "£aaf^ = g.
\a\<m

If the space A(G) of all analytic functions on G is endowed with the natural
Fréchet space topology, this result says that P(D) : A(G) -» A(G) is a surjective
continuous linear map. For G = CN, for which the latter result is due to
Malgrange [18], it is an old theorem of Kiselman [14] and Trêves [33] that for a
fixed noncharacteristic hyperplane L in C^, the unique solution / = R(g) of
the analytic Cauchy problem with zero initial data on L defines a continuous
linear map R : A(G) -* A(G) with

P(D)oR = idA{G).

R is called a solution operator for P(D) on A(G). Thus C* is one particular
example of a convex domain G, such that each nonzero partial differential

operator (even of infinite order, as it has been proved by Meise and Taylor [20])
admits a solution operator on A(G). These domains have been characterized in
[28]. If G is in addition bounded and contains the origin and if H denotes the
support function of the convex set G, it has been proved in [28] that the domain

G belongs to the class in question if and only if vh = H on a neighborhood
of the origin. Here vh : CN -» R+ is the largest plurisubharmonic function on
C* with vh < H and such that vh - log(l + \z\) is bounded from above. The
particular property fails for instance if G is a polyhedron.
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In the present paper for a given bounded convex domain G of C^ which
contains the origin and with support function H, we give a criterion for P(D)
to admit a solution operator on A(G). If P is a homogeneous polynomial
our criterion can be phrased as an appropriate lower bound for the extremal
plurisubharmonic function vh on the zero variety V(P) :={ze C^IPCz) = 0} :

Theorem. Let P be a nonzero homogeneous polynomial on CN. The partial
differential operator P(D) admits a solution operator on A(G) if and only if
there is Ô > 0 such that vh > vH,v(P),s on V(P) in a neighborhood of the
origin. Here vH,v{P),s is the largest plurisubharmonic Junction on V(P) with

Vh,v(p),s < H and such that vHtV(P),s - ¿log(l + \z\) is bounded from above.

We introduce the cone TH := {ta\t > 0, a € CN,vH(a) = H(a)} c C*
and show that in the case of a polyhedron G, this criterion roughly says that
vh\V(P) is a "maximal plurisubharmonic function" on V(P)\TH (for the def-
inition, see Proposition 3.10). From our theorem we deduce in §3 the following
result which looks like an analogue of the classical one of Grothendieck for
elliptic partial differential operators on C°°(Q) for open sets Q in RN :

Corollary. If P is a nonconstant polynomial on CN with principal part Pm such
that V(Pm) dTh = {0}, then the partial differential operator P(D) admits no
solution operator on A(G).

In the most simple nontrivial case, a characterization of partial differential
operators with a solution operator is given by

Proposition. Let G = Gx x G2 c C2 be a polyhedron. Let P be a nonconstant
polynomial on C2 with principal part Pm. Let the numbers ax,... ,ane C\{0}
be determined by the representation

n

Pm(z) = czl>z'¿Y[(zx-ajZ2),     zeC2,

7=1

for appropriate c e C\{0} and lx,l2 e N0. Then P(D) admits a solution
operator on A(G) if and only if

otjTx = T2,    j=l,... ,n.

Here T, c C is the cone generated by the outer normals to the faces of G,,
/ =1,2.

In a certain sense we continue investigations of Kiselman [14], who gave suf-
ficient conditions for the solvability of the analytic Cauchy problem in A(G)
with zero initial data on a noncharacteristic hyperplane passing through the
origin. Our general criterion for P(D) to admit a solution operator on A(G)
can be interpreted as a type of Phragmen-Lindelöf principle for analytic (or
plurisubharmonic) functions on the zero variety V(P). A condition like this
was introduced by Hörmander [11] to characterize the surjective partial differ-
ential operators on the space of real analytic functions on a given convex domain
of R*. Meise, Taylor, and Vogt [21] used a similar Phragmen-Lindelöf con-
dition to characterize the partial differential operators which admit a solution
operator on C°°(£2) for a given convex domain Í2 of R^. In contrast to the
situation which is considered in the present paper, starting with Grothendieck
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many authors investigated whether P(D) admits a solution operator on C°°(£2)
for a given domain Q of R^. For references we refer to the recent systematic
treatise of this problem in [21].

In this paper we investigate the existence of a solution operator on A(G)

not only for partial differential operators but also for the larger class of so-
called differential operators of infinite order. Our paper is divided into three
sections. Section 1: The precise knowledge of the locally convex structure of
the space A(G) which is due to Zaharjuta [37], the procedure of Vogt [34]
(and Khenkin and Mityagin, see [34]) of constructing a basis in each nuclear

Fréchet space which admits the linear topological invariants (Q) and (DN),

and the observation of Langenbruch [17] that certain versions (SI), and (DN),
of these invariants give a nice estimation of this basis; all these ingredients allow
one to apply Vogt's splitting theorem [35] for short exact sequences of power
series spaces of finite type. This shows that a differential operator P(D) admits

a solution operator if and only if kerP(D) satisfies the property (Q)f for a
certain natural system of norms on ker P(D). In the remaining part of this
paper we evaluate this criterion. Section 2 deals with differential operators of
infinite order. Section 3 is devoted to the investigation of partial differential
operators.

1. A CRITERION FOR A DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR

TO ADMIT A SOLUTION OPERATOR

In this section we derive a general criterion for the existence of a solution
operator for a given differential operator of infinite order. This criterion will
be evaluated in the sections which will follow.

Throughout this paper, for all z, w e CN and r > 0, we will use the

following abbreviations: (w, z) := £/»i w/fy » \z\ := (z, z)1/2, U(z, r) :=

{w e CN\ \w - z\ < r}, U(r) := U(0, r), B(z, r) := {w e CN\ \w - z\ < r},
B(r) := B(0, r), and S :=dB(l), R+ := [0, oo[. For standard results from
functional analysis, we refer to the book of Meise and Vogt [23].

1.1. Notation. For the sequel, we fix a bounded convex domain G of C^
which contains the origin. Let H be its support function, i.e.,

H(z) = supRe(w, z),       zeCN.
wGG

Let g : G —► [-00, 0[ denote the pluricomplex Green function of G with pole
at the origin, i.e.,

g(z):= sup u(z),       zeG,
u

where the supremum is taken over all plurisubharmonic functions u : G -»

[-00, 0[ with u(w) < log\w\ + O(l) as w — 0 (see Klimek [16]). For x < 0
we consider the sets Gx := {z e G|^(z) < x}. Due to a result of Lempert these
sets are convex (see [27, Lemma 1.2]). Let Hx denote its support function.

We will frequently apply the following properties of (Hx)x<o : For all x <
y < 0 there are S, e > 0 such that

S\z\ < Hx(z) and Hx(z) + e\z\ < Hy(z),       z € C".

This holds because the origin is contained in the interior of Gx and since Gx
is relatively compact in Gy .
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1.2. Function spaces. For each domain D of CA', let A(D) denote the set of
all analytic functions on D. We endow the Frechet space A(G) of all analytic
functions on G with the norms

|/U:=sup|/(z)|,    feA(G),x<0.
zeGx

By Ah we denote the (LB)-space

AH = {f€ A(CN)\ ||/|U < ex for some x < 0},

\\f\\x:= sup\f(z)\exp(-HxÇz)).
zee*

Thus Ah consists of all entire functions / on C" satisfying the estimate

\f(z)\<Cexp(r,H(z)),        zeC",

for some C > 0 and some 0 < n < 1.
By A0 we denote the Frechet space of all entire functions P on C" such

that for all x < 0
\P\X := sup |P(z)|exp(x|z|) < co.

zee*

1.3. Differential operators.   We fix some P e ^°\{0}, P(z) = £a€N*ûaZa

for z e CN. By Martineau [19, Theorem 7], the following continuous linear
map P(D) : A(G) -* A(G) is surjective:

P(D)f:= E0"^'       f*A(G).

Our aim is to decide whether there is a solution operator for P(D) on A(G),
i.e., a continuous linear map R : A(G) -* A(G) with P(D)oR = id^(c). To this
end we want to apply a result of Vogt [35]. This requires some preparation.

1.4. Notation. For a Frechet space E with a system of seminorms (| • |x)x<o >

we consider the dual "norms"

\p\x:=sup{\p(f)\\f<EE,\f\x<l}e[0,oo],       peE',x<0.

For P € A0, let q : AH -» AH/(P'AH) denote the quotient map. For x < 0

and / €Ah with \\f\\x < oo, we define

||î(/)|U := inffllslUI* 6 AH, \\g\\x < oo, *(*) = q(f)}.

1.5. Laplace transform and duality.  The Laplace transform & : A(G)' -» Ah ,

defined by 9~(p)(z) := p(e(' <Ti), p e A(G)', z e CN, is an isomorphism of
(13)-spaces. Moreover, for all Xx < x2 < 0 there is C > 0 with

(i) \mp)\\X2<C\p\XlforallpsA(G)' and

(Ü) |^-,(/)|'2 < CII/IU, for all fe AH.
Let Pe A°\{0}. Identifying A(G)' and AH by &~, the transposed map P(Df :
A(G)' -* A(G)' is the operator MP : AH -> AH, MP(f) = P-f. Via duality
theory for (FS)-spaces, P(D) is onto if and only if P • Ah is a closed subspace
of Ah , the latter being true by Martineau's result. Furthermore, the canonical

map
AhKP-Ah) - (kerP(D))',       q(f) ^^-«(/)|kerP(D),
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is an isomorphism of (LB)-spaces. More precisely, for all xx < x2 < 0 there is
C > 0 such that for each f eAn

(i) lk(/)IU2<C|^-»(/)li, if\P-l(f)\'Xl<oo and
(ii) \9-\f)\Xl < C\\q(f)\\Xl if H/«,, < oo.

Proof. These are well-known properties of the Laplace transform (see, e.g.,
Hörmander [10, Theorem 4.5.3]) and of duality theory (see also [24, Propo-
sition 2.10]).

1.6. Division theorem.

(a) For each e > 0 there is x < 0 such that for all Ô > 0 and K > 0 there
is R > 0 such that for all P e A0 with |P(0)| >S and \P\X < K the
following holds: For each z £CN with \z\ > R there is w €CN with
\w - z\< e\z\ and \P(w)\ > exp(-£|ti;|).

(b) For all xx <x2 <0 there is x < 0 such that for all Ô > 0 and K > 0
there is C > 0 such that for all P € A0 with |P(0)| >ô and \P\X < K
the following holds: For all f e Ah with g := f/P e A(CN) and
||/|U,<oo we get \\g\\X2<C\\f\\Xi.

Proof, (a) follows from Martineau [19, Lemme 15]. (b) follows from (a), by
Hörmander [9, Lemma 3.2].

We give a quantitative version of Martineau's result:

1.7. Proposition. P(D) : A(G) -* A(G) is a continuous surjective linear map.
More precisely, for all Xx < x2 < 0 there is C > 0 with

(i) |P(Z>)/U, < C\f\Xl for all f e A(G) and
(ii) inf{|AU, \h € A(G), P(D)h = g}< C\g\Xi for all g e A(G).

Proof. The straightforward estimate (i) can be found in [26, Proposition 1.5].
To check (ii), we may proceed as in [24, Proposition 2.5], where we control the
estimates while applying duality theory. The several variables substitute for the
estimates for the Laplace transform [24, Proposition 1.7] is 1.5. The several
variables substitute for the division result [24, Corollary 2.4] is 1.6(b).

1.8. Definition. Let ß = (ßj)j&i be a nondecreasing unbounded sequence of
nonnegative numbers. The Frechet space

Ao(0) := {v = (yj)jea € CN| \y\x < oo for all x < 0},

|yU:*EW**A'
yen

is called a power series space of finite type. To simplify the notation, each finite-
dimensional space will also be called by this name.

1.9. Theorem (Zaharjuta [37, Theorem 4.5]). There is a nondecreasing un-
bounded sequence ß of nonnegative numbers and an isomorphism B :A(G)—>
Af)(ß) such that for all xx < x2 < 0 there is C > 0 with

(i) \B(g)\Xl < C\g\Xl for all g G A(G) and

(Ü) \B-l(y)\Xl < C\y\Xl for all y e Ao(0).

We recall some definitions from Vogt [35].
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1.10. Definition. Let E and F be Fréchet spaces with fixed fundamental sys-
tems of seminorms which will both be denoted by (| • \x)x<o • Let A : E -* F

be a continuous linear map. We consider its characteristic of continuity

°a(x) '•= inf< y < 0| sup \Ae\x < oo \,       x < 0.
I kly<l J

A is called linearly tame (tame) if there are C > 1 (C = 1) and xq < 0 with
°a{x) < Cx for all x0 < x < 0.

A short exact sequence 0—* F -^ G ^* E —»Oof Frechet spaces with
linear continuous maps i and q, each space equipped with a fixed fundamental
system of seminorms, is called linear-tame exact (tame exact) if the canonical
maps j : F -* kexq, q : G/ktrq -* E, and their inverses are linearly tame
(tame) maps (ketq and G/ktrq are equipped with the subspace and quotient
seminorms, respectively).

E and F will be called linear-tame (tame) isomorphic if there is an isomor-
phism A : E -* F such that A and A~x are linearly tame (tame).

1.11. Remark. By Proposition 1.7, the short exact sequence

0 -+ kerP(D) <-> A(G) -^U A(G) -» 0

is tame exact.
Certain linear topological invariants (Q) and (DN) have been used by Vogt

[34] to characterize the power series spaces of finite type. We need the following
"tame" versions which have been used by Langenbruch [17].

1.12. Definition. Let £ be a Fréchet space with a fixed fundamental system
of seminorms (| • \x)x<o ■

(a) E has property (DN), if there are xx < 0, C > 0, and xq < 0 such
that for each x0 < x < 0 there are x2 < 0 and C > 0 with

l/Lr<C]/È,/c|/|iTw/c,       feE.

The property (DN), is inherited by linear-tame isomorphisms and by closed
subspaces.

(b) E has property (il), if for each xx < 0 there are C > 0 and xo < 0
such that for all xq < x < 0 and x2 < 0 there is C > 0 with

(1) \p\x < CM^Hfi)^)1-™,        MZE',

where (Hx)x<o are the dual norms defined in 1.4. A standard calculation
(see Wagner [36, Satz 1.9]) shows that this is in fact the property defined in

Langenbruch [17, Definition 1.3]. The property (Cl), is inherited by linear-
tame isomorphisms and by quotients.

Each power series space Ac(ß) has both properties (DN), and (fí), (see
Langenbruch [17, Lemma 1.4]).

The following is the main result of this section (see 1.3 for notation).

1.13. Theorem. For P e ^°\{0} and for G as in 1.1, the differential opera-
tor P(D) admits a solution operator on A(G) if and only if kerP(D) has the

property (ii), with respect to the norm system of 1.2, i.e., if and only if for each
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Xx < 0 there are C > 0 and Xo < 0 such that for all xo < x < 0 and x2 < 0
/Aere ¿s C > 0 wiíA

(2)     HíLOIU < C\\q(f)\\yc\\q(f)\\x;MC,      feAH, ll/IU, < oo,
lk(/)IU, x <0, being the quotient "norms" defined in 1.4.

Proof. We have to prove that the short exact sequence

0 -. kerP(D) «-♦ A(G) -Ä A(G) -♦ 0

splits if and only if kerP(D) admits (SI),.
*=: By 1.9, 1.12, and the hypothesis, kerP(D) has properties (DN), and

(fl),. Checking the proof of Vogt [34, Satz 1.6], which states that kerP(D)
having the properties (Si) and (DN) is isomorphic to a power series space
of finite type, Langenbruch [17, Theorem 1.5], observed that by the particular

(linear-tame) choices of (il), and (DN),, this isomorphism is in fact a linear-
tame one. Thus by 1.9 and 1.11, the short exact sequence given above is in
fact a linear-tame exact sequence of power series spaces of finite type. Hence
by Vogt [35, Theorem 5.1], or Poppenberg and Vogt [30, Corollary 6.3], the
sequence splits.

=*■ : We modify the proof of Vogt [35, Theorem 5.1]. If the sequence splits,
there is a continuous projection L : A(G) -* ker P(Z)) of A(G) onto kerP(D).
By Theorem 1.9, A(G) can be identified with Ao(/0. Hence by Vogt [35,
Lemma 2.1], or Vogt [34, Lemma 5.1], the characteristic of continuity <r¿ :
] - oo, 0[-»] - oo, 0[ is convex and nondecreasing, and thus L is linearly tame.

This shows that kerP(D) is linear-tame isomorphic to a quotient of A(G) ;

hence by 1.9 and 1.12, it has the property (Í2),.
By 1.5 and (1), kerP(D) has property (ß), if and only if (2) holds.

1.14. Remark^ As it follows from [28, Proposition 2.4], ker P(D) always has

the property (SI), i.e. (by 1.9 and Vogt [34, Satz 1.6]), kerP(D) is always iso-
morphic to a power series space of finite type. The problem which we consider
in the sequel is to decide whether ker P(D) has even the more special property

(£2)r with respect to the natural norm system (| • \x)x<o which has been defined

in 1.2.
In §3 we will apply the following inheritance property.

1.15. Lemma. Let (P/)/6n be a sequence in A°\{0} which converges to some

P € A°\{0} in the topology of A0. If kerP¡(D), / e N, have property ̂ fi),
with uniform constants C ,Xo, and C, then also kerP(D) has property (SI),.

Proof. For each / 6 N let q¡ : Ah -* Ah /(Pi • AH) denote the quotient map.
Omitting an index /, for all x < 0 and ail / € AH with ||/||x < oo, we write

ItatOlU := infdlZ+P/AIUIA € Ah, \\P,h\\x < oo}.
Wefixjf<vi<y<0 and / € AH with ||/ \\x < oo. Let h e AH with
||PA||X < oo. Dividing PA by P, the Division Theorem 1.6 gives ||A||y! < oo.

Hence by the hypothesis, lim/_00 \\(P¡ - P)h\\y = 0. This gives

««/con, < w+m\y < \\f+ph\\y+m - m, ;
hence

limsiip|toC/)||, < ||/ + PA||v < H/ + PAIU
/-oo
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and thus

(3) timsap\\q,(S)\\,<Mf)h,       x <y <0, f eAH,\\f\\x <oo.
/—oo

To prove the converse estimate, we fix ;c < V2 < v < 0 and f e Ah with
||/H* < oo. We fix D > 1. For each / e N we choose h¡ € AH with ||P/A/|U <
oo and D\\q,(f)\\x > ||/ + P/A,|U . Then

WPihiWx < D\\qi(f)\\x + ll/IU < (D + 1)||/|U,       / € N.
Dividing P\h\ by P¡, because of the uniform bounds for P¡, the Division
Theorem 1.6 gives sup/eN \\hi\\y2 < oo. Hence by the hypothesis,

limlKP.-P^lb^O.
/—oo

This gives

D\\q,(f)\\x > h/+p,h,\\y > w+m\y - m - mu,
>lk(/)llv-ll(P/-P)A/||v;

hence,

Pliminf \\q,(f)\\x > \\q(f)\\y
I—»oo

and thus, since D > 1 was arbitrary,

(4) \iminf\\q,(f)\\x>\\q(f)\\y,       x<y<0,f€AH,\\f\\x<oo.
/-♦oo

By the hypothesis, for each x\ < 0 there are C > 0 and .xo < 0 such that for
all x0 < x < 0 and x2 < 0 there is C > 0 such that for all / e AH with
ll/IU, <oo we have

lk/(/)IU < Ckr(/)|!Jc||i,(/)|twc,       / € N.
Applying (3) and (4), we get that for all e > 0 and all / € Ah with ll/IU,-« <
00

ll?(/)IU+e < 2C\\q(f)tiSe\\q(f)\&C-
This proves (2).

2. Differential operators of infinite order

In [24] for N = 1, the evaluation of condition (Si), for kerP(D) has been
done for arbitrary P e ^°\{0} . For N > 1, a corresponding approach gives
only sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution operator (Proposition
2.4).

2.1.   Definition, (a) For P € A0 we set

V(P) := {z G CN\P(z) = 0}   and   V(P) := {z e C*|P(z) = 0}.

(b) If KcC" is unbounded, we set

A := \ a e S|3z7 € F, j e N, with lim |z,| = oo and lim p-K = a \ .
\ 7-*oo >—oo \Zj\ J

The cone Fœ := R+A = {ta\t > 0, a e A} is called the tangent cone at infinity
of the set V. Obviously,

lim    dist(z/|z|, F«,) =     lim    dist(z/|z|, A) = 0;
z—oo.zgK z—»oo,z€I'
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hence, dist(z, V00) = o(\z\) as z e V tends to infinity.

2.2. Lemma. Let P be a nonconstant polynomial of degree m with principal
part Pm.IfV := V(P), then V^ = V(Pm).

Proof. Obviously F«, C V(Pm). To prove the other inclusion, fix a e V(Pm) n
S. Let n e N. Since Pm ¿ 0, there is r\ e S such that £ •-► Pm(a + C»7) does
not vanish identically on C. Thus we can choose 0 < r„ < \/n and ô > 0
such that |Pm(a + Çn)\ >S for all |C| = r„. Hence there is k„ > n with

\P(X„a + XnCri) - Pm(k„a + knCrj)\ < 6% < \Pm(X„a + A„C^)|

for all |C| = r„. Since Pm(k„a + Xn0n) = 0, by Rouché's theorem, there is

|Cn| < r„ such that P(z„) = 0 where z„ := X„a + A„i„>7. Since

l*«l
û(l-|û + Cn?;|) + C„i7 2JÇn[  <2/(n-l),

1-IC.I\a + C„r¡\

we have lim„_oo z„/\z„\ = a and thus aeV^.

2.3. Notation. By v# we denote the largest plurisubharmonic function on C*
with Vh < H on C^ such that vh - log(l + |z|) is bounded from above. This
function exists by Siciak [32] and is continuous (see [27, Proposition 1.9]).

2.4. Proposition. Let P e A°\{0}, and let F«, be the tangent cone at infinity
of V := V(P). If vh = H on V^nU for some neighborhood U of the origin,
then P(D) admits a solution operator on A(G).

Proof. Put V := V(P). We are going to apply [28, Proposition 2.4]. Let
f : CN ->]0, oo[ be the function from [28, 2.2], with f(z) = o(|z|), as |z|

tends to infinity. Put X := {z e CN\U(z, f(z)) n V # 0}. For z € C*
we define ß(z) := U(z, r(z)). If ^2(Q(z)) denotes the Hubert space of all
square integrable analytic functions on ft(z), we set I(Sl(z)) := (P • A(Sl(z)))C\
A2(Sl(z)) and £q(Z) := ^2(il(z))//(fl(z)) where Ea(z) is endowed with the
quotient norm | • |q(Z) . By [28, 2.4], the dual norms in Ah/(P'Ah) may be
replaced by

||/+ P-AH\\X := sup |/|il(z) + /(i2(z))|û(z)e-"*<*>,       x < 0, / e AH.
zex

By the hypothesis and [27, Theorem 1.20], we can choose C > 0 with

H(z) < Hx(z) + \x\C\z\,       x<0,zeK„,

where K» is the tangent cone at infinity of V. Since dist(z, Vœ) = o(|z|) as
z € V tends to infinity, for each e > 0 there is Ct > 0 with

H(z) < Hx(z) + \x\C(\ +e)|z| + e|z| + Q,       x<0,zeX.

Hence for each x < 0 there is Cx > 0 with

H(z) < Hx(z) + \x\2C\z\ + CX,        zeX.

Now let xx < 0 be given. We choose C > 0 with Cminaes(#(a) - HXl(a)) >
2C, and x0 < 0 with |jco|C < 1. This gives for all x0 < x < 0

-Hx(z) < -HÇz) + \x\C(H(z) - HXl (z)) + CX,        zeX.
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Hence for all x0 < x < 0, x2 < 0 and / € AH with ||/|U, < oo we get with

y:=f+P-AH

\\yh < *c*lly||£|CUy||¿-wc < ec1ly||Wc||y||¿r|JC|C.

Thus by Theorem 1.13, P(D) admits a solution operator on A(G).

In the case N = 1, in view of [27, Theorems 1.14 and 1.20], we proved
in [24] that the condition of Proposition 2.4 is also necessary for the existence
of a solution operator. In §3 we will show how to weaken the lower bound
for Vh\V(P) to get a criterion for the existence of a solution operator for
homogeneous polynomials P_on C^, N>2. For particular functions P, we
will now interpret property (Í2), of ker P(D) as a Phragmen-Lindelöf property

on V(P) as it has been introduced by Hörmander [11] and as it occurs in Meise,
Taylor, and Vogt [21].

2.5. Definition. Let P e ^°\{0} and V := V(P). We consider the space

AH(V) := {/ € A(CN)\ \\f\\Vx < oo for some x < 0},

||/||—=sup|/(z)|exp(-tf*(z)).
z€K

P will be called interpolating if the restriction map p^ : Ah —► Ah(V),

Pyif) '■= fW is surjective, if there are C > 0 and xo < 0 such that for

each xo < x < 0 there is C > 0 with

inf{||/lU/d/e AH, pv(f) = /} < C\\f\\v x,      /e AH(V),

and if, moreover, ktxpy = P-Ah .

2.6. Theorem. Let G and H be as in 1.1. If P £ A°\{0} is interpolating

according to 2.5 and V := V(P), then the following are equivalent.
(i) P(D) admits a solution operator on A(G).
(ii) p~ admits an extension operator, i.e., there is a continuous linear map

E : AH(V) — AH with p-poE = id^.

(iii) For each xx < 0 there are C > 0 and xq < 0 such that for all xq < x < 0
and x2<0 there is C > 0 with

ll/llî?jX<C||/|^H/ll~;^c,       /e^(C"),||/||~>jCi<oo.

(iv) For each xx < 0 there are C > 0 and xq<0 such that for all xo < x < 0
and x2<0 there is C > 0 such that

log |/(z)| < Hx(z) + CK\x\ + C   for allzeV,

whenever f € ^(C^) and K > 0 satisfy

log|/(z)| < /^,(z) + ^   and   log|/(z)| < HX2(z) for all z G F.

Proo/. By Definition 2.5, Py induces a "linear-tame" isomorphism Ah(V) =

Ah/(P'Ah) . Thus we may identify AH/(P'AH) and Ah(V) .
(i) «» (ii): By 1.5 and duality theory for (FS)-spaces.
(i) •» (iii): By Theorem 1.13.
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(iii) <=> (iv): Because of the "homogeneity" of the inequality, it is enough to

know this inequality for all / € A(CN) with ||/||~     < oo and \\f\\p     - 1.

This proves (iii) «• (iv'), where (iv') is condition (iv) with K > 0 replaced
by K e R. Of course (iv') implies (iv). On the other hand, (iv) is trivial for

K < 0 : If log |/(2)| < Hx¡ (z)+K for all z e V, then (assuming C,]xx\> \xo\)
we get

log |/(z)| < Hx(z) + K\x\/C + K(\- \x\/C) < Hx(z) + K\x\/C

for all z e V and xq < x < 0. Thus (iv) implies (iv').

We give two classes of interpolating functions. The most important one is
described in the following proposition which is a consequence of the Ehrenpreis
fundamental principle (see Hansen [8]).

2.7. Proposition. Each nonzero polynomial on CN which is the product of pair-
wise distinct irreducible factors is interpolating.

2.8. Lemma. Let <p : R+ -» R+ be a differentiable nondecreasing and un-
bounded function such that \og<p is convex. Then for each nondecreasing func-
tion / : R+ -» R+ with f(x) = o(q>(x)) as x -» oo, there is a nondecreasing
and convex function g:R+-»R+ with f <g and g(x) = o(<p(x)) as x -► oo.

Proof. We choose inductively numbers 0 < Rk < Rk+x, k € N, with f(x) <
(l/(k + l))<p(x) for all x > Rk and such that the tangent at Rk to the graph
of (\/k)q> intersects the graph of (\/(k + \))tp at a point Rk < xk < Rk+x
(this is possible because the hypotheses imply Um^-.oo <p'(x) = oo). For each
fceN on [Rk,xk] we connect the graphs of (\/k)(p and (\/(k+ l))q> by this
tangent. In this way we get the graph of a nondecreasing function g : R+ -* R+
with f(x) < g(x) for x > Rx and with g(x) = o(tp(x)) as x -* oo. To
prove the convexity of g, we fix k e N. Since the tangents are nondecreasing,
we have (l/k)tp(Rk) < (\/(k + l))p(.Xfc). By the assumption, the function
x h-> y'(x)/tp(x) is nondecreasing. Hence

(* + \)/k < <p(xk)l<p(Rk) < 9'(Xk)l<p'(Rk) ■

This gives (\/k)<p'(Rk) < (\/(k + l))q>'(xk) and thus the convexity of g.
Adding a sufficiently large number to g, the assertion is proved.

The following is an extension of a result of Berenstein and Taylor [5]. For

similar more-recent results we refer to Papush and Russakovskii [29] and to the
literature cited therein.

2.9. Proposition. Let P € A0 be such that for each e>0 there is C > 0 with

|gradP(z)| > (l/C')exp(-£|z|),       z e V(P).

Then the Junction P is interpolating.

Proof. We modify the proof of Berenstein and Taylor [5, Theorem 1]. We put

/(x):=max< max log|P(z)|,       max _    -log|gradP(z)|, x, 0>,
\\z£B(e*) z€B(e'),z€V(P) >

X £ R.
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By the hypothesis we have f(x) = o(ex) as x -* oo. Applying Lemma 2.8
to q>(x) = ex, we find a convex and nondecreasing function g : R —» R+ with
/ < g and g(x) = o(ex) as x -* oo. Thus by Hörmander [10, Theorem 1.6.7],

q : CN -* R+, i(z) := £(log|z|), is plurisubharmonic. By the choice of q, we
have log|P| < q, log(l + |z|) = 0(q(z)) as |z| -♦ oo, and

|gradP(z)|>exp(-<7(z)),       z£V(P).

Hence by [5, (14)], there are Ax, Bx > 0 such that

|gradP(z)| > (l/Ax)exp(-Bxq(Bxz)),       z£S(P, Bx),

where S(P, Bx ) denotes the union of those components of the set

{z£CN\\P(z)\<cxp(-Bxq(Bxz))}

which meet V := V(P). Let x < 0 and / € AH(V) with ||/||^ x < co, i.e.,

\f(z)\<\\f\\VxcxpHxCz),       zeV.

Checking [5] or just citing Demailly [7, Corollaire 3 and Remarque 7] (where
an appropriate holomorphic retract r : S(P, Bx ) -* V is constructed), we get
A2, B2 > 0 not depending on / and an extension F e A(S(P, Bx)) of / with

L \F(z)\2exp(-2Hx(z) - B2q(B2z))dk(z) < A2\\f\%    .

By an obvious modification of the semilocal interpolation theorem of Beren-
stein and Taylor [4, Theorem 2.2], or by the procedure of the proof of [28,
Proposition 2.4], there are A3, B^ > 0 not depending on / and an extension

/ € A(CN) of / with

L\f(z)\2exp(-2Hx(z)-B3q(B3z))dk(z)
C

<Ai fJs
\F(z)\2exp(-2Hx(z) - B2q(B2z))dk(z).

S{P,Bx)

Applying the subharmonicity of |/|2, this gives for some A*, B4 > 0 which

do not depend on /

\f(z)\<AA\\f\\Vxcxp(Hx(z) + B4q(B4z)),        z£CN.

Since q(z) = o(|z|) as |z| — 00, this shows that 2.4 holds for arbitrary C > 1.

Since gradP does not vanish on V and by the Division Theorem 1.6, we have
ktx Py = P-Ah (see Chirka [6, 2.9, Proposition 2]).

In the sequel the following simple lemma is very useful. Its proof only relies
on the fact that differential operators commute.

2.10. Lemma. Let Px,P2£ A°\{0}, and put P := PXP2. Then P(D) admits
a solution operator on A(G) if and only if Px(D) and P2(D) do. In particular,
if R : A(G) — A(G) is a solution operator of P(D), then Rx := P2(D) oR isa
solution operator for Px(D).

3. Partial differential operators

In the present section we study partial differential operators, i.e., differential
operators P(D) given by polynomials P.
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3.1. Notation. Let V cCN be an analytic variety. Let Vo denote the set of
regular points of V. A function u : Vo -► [-00, oo[ is said to be plurisubhar-
monic on F if a is plurisubharmonic on Vo and locally bounded from above
on V. For z € V\V° we put u(z) := limsupu;_2,wçv>u(w) • Then m is an
upper semicontinuous function on V (see Sadullaev [31]).

3.2. Theorem. Let G and H be as in 1.1. Let P be a nonconstant polynomial

on CN, and put V := V(P) and V := V(P). The following assertions are
equivalent.

(i) P(D) admits a solution operator on A(G).

(ii) Q(D) admits a solution operator on A(G), where Q is the product of the
pairwise distinct irreducible factors of P.

(iii) Condition 2.6(iv) holds.
(iv) For each xt < 0 there are C > 0 and Xo < 0 such that for all xo < x < 0

and x2<0 there is C > 0 such that

u<Hx + CK\x\ + C   onV(P),

for all plurisubharmonic Junctions u on V(P) and K>0 with

u<HXi+Kandu< HX2   on V(P).

Condition (iv) shows in particular that P(D) admits a solution operator on

A(G) if and only if P(D) does (P(z):=P(f), zgC").

Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) holds by Lemma 2.10. Since V(P) =

V(Q), (ii) and (iii) are equivalent by Theorem 2.6. Let (iv') be the condition
(iii), where log|/| is replaced by any plurisubharmonic function u on C".
Since u is plurisubharmonic if and only if z •-» u(l) is, we have (iv) <*■ (iv').

Since (iv') => (iii) is trivial, it remains to prove (iii) ==> (iv'). This is done by
a general procedure of Meise, Taylor, and Vogt [22]:

We indicate the modifications of the proof of Theorem 2.3 of Meise, Taylor,
and Vogt [22], which are necessary to get the announced result. We first note
that by 1.1, (iii) implies a version (iii') of (iii) where HXl + K and HXl are
replaced by HXx +^ + ^(2 + |z|)/|jc2| and HX2 -l-log(2 + |z|)/|x2|, respectively.

Now let xx < Xx < 0 be given. We choose C > 0 and x0 < 0 according
to (iii'). Let xo < x < 0 and x2 < x2 < 0. Choose C > 0 according to
(iii'). We choose 0 < 6 < 1 with HXJ6 < HXx and HxJd < HXi. Let ü be
plurisubharmonic on V, and let K > 0 satisfy

ü(z) < HXl (z) + K and ü(z) < HX2(z)   for all z £ V.

Put u := u/B. In the proof of [22, Theorem 2.3], it has been shown (see [22,

p. 303]) that (iii') implies the existence of some constant B > 0 which does

not depend on ù or ^, such that for all z G V

ü(z) = du(z) < Hx(z) + CK\x\ + C + Plog(2 + |z|).

For all Xo < Xq < x < 0 there are xq < x < x with |x|/|x| < 2 and a constant

C" > 0 which does not depend on ù or A' such that for all z G V

û(z) < HiÇz) + CK\x\ + C + B log(2 + |z|)

< Hx(z) + ^\cK\x\ + C" < HxÇz) + 2CJqx| + C".
\x\
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Since the criterion becomes nicer if we confine ourselves to homogeneous poly-
nomials, we are interested in the following two results.

3.3. Proposition. Let P be a nonconstant polynomial on CN of degree m
with principal part Pm. If P(D) admits a solution operator on A(G), then abo

Pm(D) does.

Proof. Let ß be the product of the distinct irreducible factors of P. Let n

be its degree. The polynomials Q¡(z) = l~nQ(lz), z g C^, / g N, converge
to the principal part Q„ of Q in the topology of A0. By Proposition 2.7,

the polynomials Q¡, / G N, and Q are interpolating. By the hypothesis and
Lemma 2.10, Q satisfies 2.6(iii). If we apply condition 2.6(iii) to the functions

z •-♦ f(z/l)' on V(Q), this shows that for each Xx < 0 there are C > 0 and
xo < 0 such that for all Xo < x < 0 and x2 < 0 there is C > 0 with

Uh„x * c',/'^ll^1^Hîi",ï2IC'     /e A{cN)' Uh.« <°°» 'eN'

where V¡ := V(Qi). By Definition 2.5 and Theorem 1.13, kerß,(Z>), / G N,
have property (Q), with uniform constants. By Lemma 1.15, also kerQ„(D)

has property (SI),. By Theorem 1.13, Q„(D) admits a solution operator on
A(G), and thus by Lemma 2.10, so does Pm(D).

3.4. Proposition. For N = 2, the converse of Proposition 3.3 holds.

Proof. Compare Meise, Taylor and Vogt [21, Theorem 4.11 ]. The author thanks
R. W. Braun for a hint to prove the result. Let V := V(P) and Vm := V(Pm).
Note that Vm is a finite union of complex lines passing through the origin and
which only intersect there. By the Puiseux expansion (see, e.g., Hörmander [12,

A.1]), there are R > R > 0 and a multivalued analytic map <p : Vm\B(R) -> V,
continuous on Vm\U(R), with |ç»(z) - z| = o(|z|) as |z| -» oo and such that

V\B(R) c q>(Vm\B(R)) (compare [21, Theorem 4.11]). The essential property

of the multivalued analytic map <p is that for each z G Vm\B(R) there are
a neighborhood U of z in Vm and holomorphic functions fx,..., fn on
U such that q>(w) = {fx(w),..., f„(w)} for all w g U. Let Jci < Xx < 0
be given. Choose x0 and C > 0 according to 3.2(ii) (for Vm). Let xo <
x < 0 and x2 < x2 < 0, choose C > 0 according to 3.2(ii), and put M :=
tnaxw€ymndB{R) HX2(w). Fix K > 0 and a plurisubharmonic function u on V
satisfying u<Hx¡+K and u<HX2 on V. We set u(z) := max{«(ç»(z)), M}
for z G Fm\£(.R) and û := M on Fm n B(R). Here u(ç>(z)) is denned as the
maximum over all finitely many values of q>(z). Then it is plurisubharmonic
on Vm. Since \<p(z) - z\ = o(|z|) as |z| -♦ oo and by 1.1, there is M' > M
not depending on « or A" such that

ù-M' <HXt+Kandü-M' <HX2   on Vm.

By 3.2(ii), we get

u(<p(z)) < u(z) < Hx(z) + CK\x\ + C + M',        z£ Vm\B(R).

Hence for all xo < Jco < x < 0 there are xo < x < x with |x|/|x| < 2 and
some C" > 0 which does not depend on m or A such that

«(to) < Hx(w) + QcK\x\ + C",        w G V\B(R),
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and thus
u<Hx + 2CK\x\ + C" +   sup_ HX2(w)   on V.

weB(R)

In the sequel we will investigate homogeneous polynomials only.

3.5. Notation. Let KcC" be an algebraic variety which is homogeneous, i.e.,
C • V = V. For C > 0, we denote by CJ¿v the class of all plurisubharmonic
functions u on V such that u(z) - Clog(l + |z|), z g V, is bounded from
above. Extending Notation 2.3, we define

vH(z;C, V):= sup u(z),       z£V,
u

where the supremum is taken over all m G C2v with u < H on V. By Siciak
[32] (see [27, Proposition 1.9]), this extremal function is again contained in
C2v and does not exceed H. Since log|z| = o(H(z)) as |z| -+ oo, for each
C > 0 there is d > 0 with vH(z ;C, V)>Clog\z\-d for all z G V.

We consider the compact set Ph,v C V starshaped with respect to the
origin and the positively homogeneous function Ch,v '• V -» [0, oo] (i.e.,
CH, v(kz) = kCH, v(z) for all z£V,k> 0) which is denned by

Ph,v := {z G V\vH(z; l,V) = H(z)} = {ka\a 65nF,0<K l/C*(K(a)}.

The following definition makes sense even if H is the support function of a
convex set which does not contain the origin as an interior point (for example,
for a convex domain of R^). For e, r > 0, we define the following plurisub-
harmonic function on V n U(r)

uH(z;r,e,V):=s\xpu(z),       z£Vr\U(r),
u

where the supremum is taken over all plurisubharmonic functions u on Vr\U(r)
with u < H on V n U(r) and u'(z) := limsupc_zM(C) < H(z) -e for all
zevndU(r).

A particular role is played by the cone

TH,V.= {ta\t>0,a€PH,v}

= {z£ CN\vH(z ; C, V) = H(z) for some C > 0}.

If V = C or C = 1, respectively, we will omit the index V and C, respectively,
The behavior of the functions uh and vh near the origin is essential for

our purposes.

3.6. Lemma. Let V be as in 3.5. For all e > 0 and r > 0 fAere « some C > 0
shcA /Aai

KjK-;r,«,F)<»»(-;C,n   önKnt/(r).

Conversely, for all C,E>0 there is r > 0 smcA íAaí

«//(•; C,K)<«a/(.;r,£,n   o«KnC/(r).

Proof. Let e > 0 and r > 0. The proof of [27, Lemma 2.1] also applies to
plurisubharmonic functions on V (instead of C*). Thus there is C > 0 with

u„(-;r,t,V)<VH(-;C,V)   onU(r)nV.

On the other hand, let C, E > 0. Since vH(-; C, V) £ C5fv and since
|z| = 0(H(z)) for |z| — oo, there is some r > 0 with vH(z ; C, V) < H(z)-E
for |z| > r .
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3.7.   Theorem. Let G, H be as in 1.1. If P is a nonzero homogeneous poly-
nomial on CN, then the following assertions are equivalent.

(i) P(D) admits a solution operator on A(G).
(ii) For each X| < 0 there are C > 0 and xo < 0 such that

login <   i?f (Hx + CK\x\)   onV(P),
jco<jt<0

whenever f £ A(CN) and K > 0 satisfy

logl/l < HXt + K and log|/| < H   on V(P).

(iii) For each Xi < 0 there are C > 0 am/ Xo < 0 swcA that

u<   inf (tfx + C|x|)   o/! V(P),
.x*)<x<0

for each plurisubharmonic Junction u on V(P) with

u<Hx¡ + l andu<H   on V(P).

(iv) For all e > 0, r > 0 ana1 £ > 0 there is R > O sucA íAaí

kj/(. ; r, e, V(P)) <u„(-; R, E, CN) =: uH(-;R, E)   on V(P) n U(r).

(v) TAere are ô > 0 an*/ a neighborhood U of the origin such that

vh( -;S, V(P)) < vh   on V(P) n U.

(vii) 7*Aere w ô > 0 jmcA íAaí

Vh(-;S,V(P))<vh onV(P).

Proof. By Theorem 3.2, P satisfies 3.2(iii) if and only if P satisfies 3.2(iii).

We may thus switch from V(P) to V(P) in 3.2(iii). Let (iii') be the assertion
of 3.2(iv) however, with HX2 replaced by H and C replaced by 0. If we

consider the plurisubharmonic functions z i-» u(Kz)/K, z G V(P), we obtain
that (iii) and (iii') are equivalent. By Theorem 3.2, we have (iii') =► (ii) =*•

3.2(iii) =*• (i) =* 3.2(iv). To show that 3.2(iv) implies (iii'), for each x, > 0
let C > 0 and xn be chosen according to 3.2(iv). Then for all xo < x < 0
and X2 < 0 there is C > 0 such that the conclusion of 3.2(iv) holds. For each
plurisubharmonic function u on V(P) we apply the conclusion of 3.2(iv) to
the functions ku(- /k), k > 0, and obtain that we may choose C = 0. Let
now u be plurisubharmonic on V(P) with u < HXi + 1 and u < H on V(P).
Then for each 0 < n < 1 there is x2 < 0 with r\H < HXl. Thus r\u <HXl + l
and nu < HX2. By 3.2(iv), we obtain nu < \nîxo<.x<a{Hx + C\x\) on V(P). In
the limit for n -* 1 we get our claim. By Theorem 3.2, we have thus proved
(i) o (ii) «» (in).

(iii') =» (iv): Let e, r>0 and E>0. We choose Xt < 0 with H-z <HXx
on dU(r). Put K := maxzeÄ(r) HXl(z). Fix a plurisubharmonic function ü on
V(P)nU(r) with ü<H on V(P)nU(r) and ü*<H-e on K(P)ndt/(r).
We put m := max{û, //*,} on F(P)ní/(r) and « := HXl on K(P)\C/(r). Then
u is plurisubharmonic on V(P) with u<HX[+K and u< H on V(P). By
(iii'), we get

« < « <   inf (if, + CK\x\) =   inf (7/x - CKx)   on F(P) n U(r),
Xo<x<0 j^)<jc<0
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and thus by the definition of uH

uH(-;r,e,V(P))<   inf (Hx - CKx)   <mV(P)nU(r).
Xq<X<0

By the minimum principle of Kiselman [15, 4.1] (see [27, Proposition 1.3]),
the right-hand side is plurisubharmonic on CN and does not exceed H. If we
choose R > r with H^ + CK\x0\ <H-E on dU(R), we obtain

uH( • ; r, e, V(P)) < uH( -;R,E)   on V(P) n U(r).

(iv) =► (v) : By (iv) and by Lemma 3.6, there are R > r > 0 and C > 1
such that for all z g V(P) n U(r)

vH(z;\,V(P)) < uH(z;r, 1, V(P)) < uH(z; R,\)< vH(z; C).

This gives vH( • ; 1/C, V(P)) < vH( • ; 1) » vB on V(P) n U(r/C).
(v) =► (vi): Since t/jy-log(l-r-|z|) is bounded from below, we may choose by

[27, Proposition 1.9], some 0 < S' < min{l, 0} such that vH(- ; Ô', V(P)) <
Vh on V(P) outside U.

(vi) =*• (iv) : Let e, E, r > 0. By (vi) and Lemma 3.6, there are C, C > 0

and R > 0 such that for all ze V(P) n U(r)

uH(z;r,e, V(P)) < vH(z; C, V(P)) < vH(z; C) < uH(z;R,E).

(iv) =► (iii) : Let Xi < 0 be given. We choose xi < xo < 0 and r > 0 with
HXx + l <H-l and Hx¡ + 1 < H^ on CJV\C/(r). We fix a plurisubharmonic
function « on K(P) with

u<HXl + l aaàu<H   on K(P).

By (iv) and Lemma 3.6, there are C > 0 and R > r such that for all z G

V(P) n U(r)

u(z) < uH(z; r, 1, V(P)) < uH(z;R, 1) < vH(z; C).

By [27, Theorem 1.20], there is C > C with u#(- ; C) < inf^oi//, + C'|x|)
on C*. Thus

u < mi(Hx + C'|x|) <   inf (Hx + C'\x\)   on V(P) n U(r).
x<0 j^<x<0

On the other hand,

«<iic + l<i^<   mf (i^ + C'|x|)   on V(P)\U(r).
jí)<x<0

Hence u < inf^<^<0(/ix + C'|x|) on V(P).

We get the following necessary condition for the existence of a solution op-

erator.

3.8. Theorem. Let P be a nonconstant polynomial on CN with principal part
Pm. Then (i) => (ii) =» (iii) =* (iv) (see 3.5 for the notation):

(i) P(D) admits a solution operator on A(G).
(ii) There is ô > 0 with vH(-;6, V(Pm)) < vH on V(Pm).

(iii) There is ô > 0 with SPH v(pm) c PH n K(Pm).
(iv) rff,K(/..)CrHnK(Pm) (eve«"=").
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Proof, (i) =*• (ii) : Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.7. The remaining implica-
tions are obvious.

The following resembles a result of Grothendieck which states that no elliptic
partial differential operator admits a solution operator on the space C°°(Sl) for
OCR" open.

3.9. Corollary. Let P be a nonconstant polynomial on CN with principal part
Pm. If V(Pm) n rH = {0} (see 3.5), then the partial differential operator P(D)
admits no solution operator on A(G).

Proof. Assume that P(D) admits a solution operator on A(G). Then
Th,v(p„) C Th n V(Pm) = {0}, by Theorem 3.8. On the other hand, since
log|z| = o(H(z)) as |z| -» oo, there is d := vnfzeV(pm)(H(z) -log|z|) G R.

Shice H is continuous and V(Pm) is closed, there is a £ K(Pm)\{0} with
d = H(a) -log|a|. Hence vH(a; 1, V(Pm)) = H(a) and a g YH,v(pm) •

The following result roughly says that for a polyhedron G the equivalent con-
ditions of 3.7 hold if and only if vH \ V(P) is a maximal plurisubharmonic func-
tion on V(P)\Th . It justifies calling 3.2(iii) and 3.2(iv) a Phragmen-Lindelöf
condition.

Let if be an analytic variety. We recall that a plurisubharmonic function
v on W is called "maximal" if u < v holds for each open set U ce W and
each plurisubharmonic function u on U with limsupi_zu(C) < v(z) for all
z£dU (seeKlimek[16]).

3.10. Proposition. Let CH be bounded on TH nS. By [27, Theorem 2.11],
this holds for instance if G is a polyhedron. Then Y h is a closed cone and for
each nonzero homogeneous polynomial P on CN, the following are equivalent

(i) There is S>0 with vH(-;S, V(P)) < vH on V(P).
(ii) There are S > 0 and a plurisubharmonic function v on V(P) with

Vh( • \à) <v <Vh on V(P), which is maximal on V(P)\YH.

Proof. Let V := V(P).
(i) => (ii) : Put v := vh( • ; S, V). First let P be linear. By standard argu-

ments (see Bedford and Taylor [3, Corollary 9.2]) and by Bedford and Taylor
[2, §9], we obtain (ddcv)N~x = 0 on V\TH,v (see [27, Proposition 1.9]). By
Theorem 3.8, we have TH, v = TH n V . Hence (ddcv)N~l = 0 on V\TH . By
Bedford's and Taylor's domination theorem [2, 3], v is maximal on V\rH ■
The same procedure works if V is a smooth variety. In the general case of a
variety V having singularities, we obtain by this procedure that (ddcv)N~l =0
holds on V°\Th , where Vo is the smooth variety of regular points. By the ex-
tended domination theorem of Bedford [1] and Zeriahi [38, 1.9], v is maximal

on V\YH.
(ii) => (i): We will apply Theorem 3.7(v). By 3.5, vH(- ;\,V) grows at

most like log|z| and vh(' ; 2) grows at least like 21og|z|. Hence we may
choose R > 0 such that u := vh(-; I, V) < vH(-; 2) on V\U(R). Since
Ch is bounded on Y h n S, there is Ci > 2 such that «//(•; Ci) = H on
Y h r\B(R). The function v :- v( • /Q )Cx is plurisubharmonic on V maximal
on V\YH and satisfies

vh(z;Cx) = Cxv„(z/Cx ; 1) < v(z) < CxvH(z/Cx ; C)

= vH(z;CxC),       z£V.
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By the choice of R and since Cx > 2, we get

u<vh(-;2)<vh(-;Cx)   onVndB(R)

and
u<H = vH(-;Cx)   onVnB(R)nYH.

Thus by the continuity of vH( • ; C2), we obtain for all z £ d((Vn U(R))\YH)
(with respect to V)

liminf(«(C) - «(f)) > liminf(t;w(C; CO - u(Q)
f—z C—z

= vH(z ; C) - m*(z) = vH(z ; CO - u(z) > 0.

By the hypothesis (see Klimek [16, Proposition 3.1]), we conclude

vh(• ; 1, V) = u < v < vH(• ; CxC)   on V n 17(11).

We are going to evaluate condition 3.7(vi). In general this is a nontrivial
problem even in the case of linear functionals P (which are enough to consider
many examples of partial differential operators). We thus restrict the discussion
to very simple domains G, which are the Cartesian product of plain polygons.
To prove Theorem 3.14 we need some preparations.

3.11. Lemma. Assume that G = n"=i Gj> where G¡ c C^' has the support

function Ht, I = 1,..., n, N = f%mí N¡. Then there are C, C > 0 with
vH<v<vH(-;C) for v(z) := £jli »»,(*/ î C') • z e c" = HU &' ■ More-
over, Yh = YF1=xYHi.

Proof. The last assertion holds by [27, Lemma 2.6]. By 3.5, there are Q > 0,
/= 1,...,«, with vH,(zi ; 2) > 21og jz/l-Q, z, £ C. We put E := 21og\/^+
max^=1 C/. Since vh grows at most like log|z| for |z| -> oo, there is R > 0
with

vH(z) < 2\og\z\ - E,       zGC", |z|>Ä.

Hence we obtain for \z\>R

vh(z) <2maxlog|z/|-l-21ogv/^-£

n

< mzxvH,(z¡ ; 2) < Evn,(zi '■> 2) •
/=i

By the proof of [27, Lemma 2.6], we have

n

Y,vH,(zi)<VH(z;n),        Z£CN,

/=1

and that there is D > 2 such that

V/y(z)<¿(^/(z/;D) + E^(^))/" = ¿"/(z/)'        zeB(R),
l=X   \ k# ) l=\

where for each I = 1,..., n

u,(z,) := (vHl(z, ;D) + (n- l)H,(z,))/n,        z, G CN>.
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We choose R' > R such that vH,(z¡ ; D) < H¡(z¡) - 1 for all |z/| > R', I =
\,... ,n. Applying [27, Lemma 2.1], to u¡ for each / = 1,... ,n, we get
C > 2 with

«/(*/)<"*,(*/;C),     \z,\<R',

and hence

VH(z)<Y,vHl(zr,C'),       \z\<R!.
/=i

For |z| > R' this estimate holds by the choice of R. If we put C := DC, we
get the assertion.

3.12. Lemma. Assume that G has the form G = Y[?=ï G¡ where G¡ c C isa

polygon for each j = I,..., N. Let P be a nonzero linear functional on CN
and V := V(P). The following assertions (and hence those of Theorem 3.8) are
equivalent.

(i) There is S > 0 with vh( • ; ô, V) < vh on V.
(ii) YH,v = YHnV.

(iii) H\V is maximal on V\Yh (see Proposition 3.10).

Proof. Let Hj be the support function of G¡■■, j = 1,..., N. (i) =» (ii) holds
by Theorem 3.8.

(ii) =► (iii) : Since F is a subspace of C^ of dimension N - 1 and G is a
polyhedron, by [27, Theorem 2.11], the support of (ddcH\V)N~l is contained
in Yh,v ■ By the domination theorem of Bedford and Taylor [2], H\V is
maximal on V\YH, v = V\Yh ■

(iii) =>■ (i): We will apply Proposition 3.10. Let v be chosen according
to Lemma 3.11. We are going to prove that v\V is maximal on V\Yh ■ Fix
a £ V\Yh . Since F is a subspace of C* and G is a polyhedron and since
H\ V is maximal on V\YH , by [25, Proposition 9], there are n £ V n S and a

neighborhood U of zero in C such that the map Ç *— H(a+£n) = £/Li Hj(aj+

Çrjj), C G U, is affine. For simplicity we assume that ft,..., ffr # 0 and
tji+x = ■■■ = »N = 0 (I < I < N). Then for each j = 1,..., / also the
function C >-* Hj(üj + rr¡j) is harmonic (and hence affine) on U. It follows
from the definition of vHj by a standard argument that hence the function
vhj( • ', C') is harmonic on a neighborhood of a, for each j = I,..., I. This

shows that u : z •-» v(z) - £'=iw#,(z./> C'), z G C^, is plurisubharmonic

and does not depend on (zx.z¡) on a neighborhood of a. Since we may
consider n g C' x {0} as one vector of a basis of V, we obtain that u\V
depends only on A7 - 2 coordinates in a neighborhood U' of a in F. Hence

(i/^wlK)^-1 = 0 there. Since z (-► 23'=iu^(zj. C') is pluriharmonic on

U', we obtain that (ddcv\V)N~l = 0 on U'. By the domination theorem of

Bedford and Taylor [2], v\V is maximal on F\r7/ ; and by Lemma 3.11, the
function v\V satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 3.10.

3.13. Lemma. Let G be as in Lemma 3.12, let P(z) = £/Li n,z,, z g C*,

yôr some n £ CN\{0} ; and let H, be the support function of G,, /' = 1, 2.

(a) If N = 2, then H\V(P) is maximal (i.e., harmonic) on V(P)\YH if
and only if «i = 0 or n2 = 0 or n2YHl = -n{Yn2 ■
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(b) If N>3, then H\V(P) is maximal on V(P)\YH if and only if there
is l<Jo<N with P(z) = njozjo, z£CN.

Proof. By Lemma 3.11, we have YH = IlJLi r», • Set V := V(P).
(a) =»: If /ii / 0 # ii2, we put a := -n2/nx. Assume that there is w2 £

pn2\{Q} C Yh2 such that aw2 i YHl. Then (âw2,w2) G V\YH. By the
hypothesis, the convex function

z2 « H(äz2, z2) = Hx (az2) + H2(z2),       z2 G C,

is harmonic in a neighborhood of w2. Hence also H2 is harmonic and hence
affine in a neighborhood of w2. By the homogeneity of H2 and [27, Lemma
2.5], this is a contradiction to w2 £ Ph2\{0} . Thus we have proved aYn2 =
öR+Ptfj c Yh, and -nxYn2 C /^r»,. The other inclusion can be proved in the
same way.

<=: If -nxYfí2 = n2Yni and in particular nx # 0 ¿ n2, we set a := -n2/nx.
Then V = {(5z2, z2)|z2 G C}. Fix w = (ätü2, w2) G Kyi», x YHl). If

w2 i T//2, then by the hypothesis, also a.w2 $ Yh¡ (and vice versa). Hence
H2 and z2 i-» Hx(az2) are harmonic in a neighborhood of w2. This shows
that H\V is harmonic in a neighborhood of tu. If Hi = 0 or n2 = 0, we argue
as in part (b).

(b) =*•: Choose 1 < jo < N with «;o ̂  0. To simplify the notation, we may

assume that jo = N. We put a; := -nj/ns, j = 1,..., N - 1. Then

Í N~l        1
V = < tu = (ti/', u/jv) G Cn\wn = Wff(w') := E <*jWj f •

Assume that there is ji ^ N, say, v'i ■ N - 1, with n,, ^ 0. Fix u/' =

(wx,..., wtt-x) G (C\rHl) x C""2. Since w = (w', wN(w')) G V\YH, H\V
is maximal in a neighborhood of w. Since F is a subspace of C^ and G is a
polyhedron, by [25, Proposition 9], H is affine on a complex line in V through
the point w. Hence there is n G €^"^{0} such that

N-X

C ~ E HÂWJ + ii® + h"(wn(w' + *0).      C e C,
;=i

is affine in a neighborhood of 0. Since H is convex and »/ # 0, also the function
C •-► Hff(Wff(w' + nQ) is affine in a neighborhood of 0, i.e., Hn is affine in a
neighborhood of wn(w') . This implies that wn(w') g C\Yhn . This gives

JV-l

c = (5,c\rH| ) + E 5;c c c\rffjv ̂  c,

which is a contradiction. Thus P(z) = /ijvZat = w>0z;0 for all z £CN.

<= : If P(z) = n;0z;0 for all z G C*, say, j0 = N, then K = C""1 x {0}.
By [26, Lemma 3.4], H\V is maximal on

(c'-Vrj*-, G ) x {0} = Í c"-1 \ n t»j ) x {0} = v\r* ■
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We are now ready to evaluate condition 3.7(vi) in the most simple nontrivial

situation. In this special case all conditions of Theorem 3.8 are equivalent. We
do not expect that this holds in general. For the following result compare Meise,
Taylor, and Vogt [21, Theorem 4.11].

3.14.. Theorem. Let G = Gx x G2 c C2 where G, ¿s* a bounded open convex
polygon in C which contains the origin and with support Junction Hi, î = 1,2.
Let P be a nonconstant polynomial on C2 of degree m with principal part Pm.
Put Vm := V(Pm). Let the numbers ax,... ,a„£ C\{0} be determined by the

representation
n

Pm(z) = cz\z'i Y[(zx - ajZ2),        z G C2,

j=i

for appropriate c £ C\{0} and l\, l2 G No. Then the following are equivalent.

(i) The partial differential operator P(D) admits a solution operator on
A(G).

(ii) There is C > 0 with CH < CCH,vm on Vm.

(iii) YH,vm =rffnK„.
(iv) H\Vm is harmonic on V„,\Yh.
(v) ajYHi =Yh2 for all ; = 1,...,«.

In this special case Yh¡ , which is the support of the Laplacian of H¡, equals the
cone which is generated by the outer normals to the faces of G¡, i =1,2.

Proof. Since in any case (ii) is equivalent with 3.8(iii), the implications (i) =*■
(ii) =► (iii) hold by Theorem 3.8. Since Vm is the union of the complex lines
cTjZ2 = zx, j = 1,..., n, plus perhaps C x {0} or {0} x C, the only singular

point of Vm is the origin. Hence the conditions (iii), (iv), and (v) hold if and
only if they hold for each linear factor of Pm. Thus by Lemmas 3.12 and 3.13,
we have (iii) «* (iv) «*• (v).  Again by Lemma 3.12 and Lemma 2.10, (iii)
implies that Pm(D) has a solution operator on A(G). By Proposition 3.4, this
implies (i).

3.15. Examples. Let G = Gx x G2 C C2 be a product of open bounded convex
polygons in C. Let T, be the cone generated by the outer normals to the faces
of G,, / = 1, 2.

(i) Let P(D) = d/dzx + id/dz2 be the Cauchy-Riemann operator. P(D)
admits a solution operator on A(G) if and only if -iYx = T2.

(ii) Let P(D) = d2/dz2 + d2/dz2 be the Laplace operator. Since P(z) =

(zx — iz2)(izx + iz2), z G C2, it admits a solution operator on A(G) if and
only if zTi = Y2 and Yx = -Yx.

(iii) Let P(D) = d2/dz2-d2/dz\ be the d'Alembert operator. Since P(z) =
(zx - z2)(zx + z2), z G C2, it admits a solution operator on A(G) if and only

if Yx = T2 and Yx = -H .
(iv) The operator P(D) = d2/dz2 - d/dz2 of the heat equation admits a

solution operator on A(G).

3.16. Examples. Let G = JT]=i Gj c C3 be a product of open bounded convex

polygons in C.
(i) Let P(D) = d2/dz\ + d2/dz\ - d/dz3 be the operator for the heat equa-

tion. By Proposition 3.3, Lemma 2.10, Theorem 3.8, and Lemmas 3.12 and
3.13, P(D) admits no solution operator on A(G).
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(ii) By the same reasoning, the Cauchy-Riemann operator, the Laplace oper-
ator, and the d'Alembert operator for the first two variables admit no solution
operator on A(G).
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